
accident stumble upon the most gorgeous town of Castelrotto (can't remember the German name), away from any main stream road. How beautiful the masi, the typical wooden barn of the area
and generally all the architecture there, with traditional stone buildings fully decorated with paintings revealing the beauty of these people living in such an amazing highland kissed by the sun. It
was really also interesting to see how the speculation and contamination did not really hit the nice balance of the place as it did in my highland. We walked more then 6 hours today also crossing
back and forth the amazing city of Bozen with all its Christmas markets to finally end up by the shore of Lake Garda, a most deserted shore but intuitively coming again in the small city of
Limone and finding the few locals celebrating with torches and fire and food (we were invited to eat some left over polenta). Life and the world can be a great adventure with so much to keep
learning!

Today we woke up in Limone, a little town squeezed by the beautiful cliff and the crystal clear lake. On my way down the deserted hotel (it is really an unusual time of the year to be at the lake
and the recession too might have closed the many tourist businesses) I met another very old lady, Dora, with whom I had another nice conversation. She too was rather worry about the avalanche
Jacek and I experienced. Later I found out that the reason why she was so worry was that right after the war her fiancé died in the Alps. Taking advantage of the beautiful morning with Jacek I
explored the coast and did quite some filming. As the usual Northern Italy fog sat in I took Jacek to the train (he is leaving tomorrow for Krakow where I will reach him in a week to do more
mountains adventures, possibly also a bit cheaper). I then drove on the highway to the foot of my native alps (also filming myself getting emotional while listening to radio and thinking of the
past years with my son). On the highland, at my father's family village I stopped to wash my mother's car with snow and from there I reached  I thought that they were going to talk
allot about all my problems with my newly divorced wife and so forth but actually we had quite a nice time together and I am now completely set with even a little table in what used to be my
bedroom. It feels like that I now have a place back in the family and back in this town from which I was separated for so long. I feel really I wish to honor them somehow, particularly now that
things get rather bad with the economy hitting those people, who like me are great managers of themselves, they are anarchist in this respect while the Nordic people may in fact have better states
but, and of this I am assured, they are totally undisciplined when it comes to managing themselves (I wonder what will happen of them if the immigrant component will now compromise their
state solidity). Finally I am in a home though and I can seat at a table to look after my project, my kingdom. I felt with Jacek we kept on talking about opening up businesses and so forth but deep
inside me I also, like the old lady Doria who kept loyal to her young dead fiancé, I too feel a certain loyalty and willing for tranquility, like a Senator Buddenbrooks after the consumptive
experience of capitalism. 

A day with  an amazing weather here in my native plateau, the last step of the alps, really the place I now strongly reconsider to resettle in. I love its people, the climate, wouldn't
go any souther nor norther, nor easter nor wester. I guess it has gone though quite a trauma with the war and all the poverty caused generally by big mother fucker imperialists such as Napoleon.
What to say, now the imperialists are really the capitalists building all its commercial centers and housings. Hopefully they will be blown out or I just have to move a little higher up as we did
today in a higher plateau where we cross country skied, taking it rather easy with some happy and always joking people from Vicenza. I get a bit sad though if I don't keep up with my project and
I really had to go out in the afternoon and enjoy the sun and my nestle below. I did again a bit of filming but really now I seat in a café with Jazz music in the background (it somehow doesn't
distract me) and feel like I need to catch up but also, as it is Christmas eve today, I really need to check my e-mail. I haven't done it in many days now. Anyhow, I have been around some shops
and met a bit of old acquaintances (they all run shops here), there is such an affection among many even though I did not meet them in years. As I try to sew them back I realize how important is
the feeling of parenthood, a feeling that all these political and economical organizations weaken up and that really keeps them strong... now time for some work!

I spent the day once again with  We repeated yesterday's cross country sky experience up in the mountain just that this time there was no one around and quite a thick fog. I felt
good though pushing up and down the higher plateau and we really managed to have quite some interesting discussions, I really keep  in higher esteem despite the fact that he now
regret all that has happen with my actual father, the way things turned out at the separation trial. Maybe one day I will see  again and will tell him that. In the afternoon, after quite a
lunch prepared but  I sat once again down with  and helped him with many technical issues, like visualizing his GPS data from all the walks and bike and sky tracks he
does. He is quite active, quite like me I would say, nomadic in a way, not really a sedentary guy like my father-in-law. Towards evening I felt a bit sad thinking of my distant son and so forth but
then regained my spirit by editing all the video clips I have accumulated in the all the recent trips... I find them quite poetic... they are calling me for dinner now, ought to go, both my sisters and
the little new born  are there! 

A morning spent inside, seat on a temporary table has set up for me by the window. The rain has turned the mantel of snow into a wet sponge and we all kept inside with him most
upset with my little sister who still seem to have teenager-like problems. I too had a little bit of an "emotion", staying rather long in bed thinking suddenly about publishing my Website and then
setting to remove all the unnecessary links and make it light. Luckily I did make a backup because I soon came to regret such a decision mostly because now I have the perfect number of web
pages and the publication will never work, too many people and too many copyrighted material is involved in such a totalitarian production, it could not work otherwise. I did manage however to
go on with my video-editing (I did purchase a software for it) and also help  with his computer related problems. I also felt rather happy today since Susan, an American woman I
met in the dolomites, wrote me and we are now chatting about pilgrimage trips across Spain and bike trips in Italy (it sort of reminds me of Deborah, my former American girlfriend who really
got me on a bike trip with her in France and from there I sort off broke off from my family here). I am not really sure I can have any type of serious relationship, it just does not work to blend in a
quite focus willing as mine with that of another strong nature person or a person that is not at all that but rather tries to diminish my nature and induce to bourgeoism as my former wife (not quite
former though, still a divorce to go through and my mom seems rather preoccupied as she had a bad experience with that). In the late afternoon a bit of sun came out and we went for a small
walk... I couldn't help filming, the landscape and the situation were just so amazing. I really love how these new set of uncontaminated hills rise from the highland, it seems that only up there my
Virtual kingdom could be edified (in comparisons churches were constructed over the flat land down below but technology now allows even higher elevations). No talking about settling though,
all Italian owners are now experiencing the trauma of  a government which is really torturing them with many a taxes particularly on their houses. Eventually these Italians will loose all their
enthusiasm... just another Soviet Union!  

It is nice to know that there is a least some one who could help if I end up in deep shit.  seems really supportive in this respect and made it clear today, before I left them, that I
should count on them, at least if Liselott now will try to revenge on me, as everybody thinks. They tell me that I should not be subdued although now that I basically went out of the family
economy leaving all her kingdom intact, she has the right to sue me and get much from me. Who knows, maybe she is capable of do this although we did have an agreement. Anyhow, all humans
seem to be rather malicious, it is me who probably do not care possibly because I have my life project, my spiritual kingdom that can only suffer from too worldly matters. It was also my old
time best friend Francesco who drove me today with Alessandro (the old friend who took me to visit my biological father in Canada) to Bergamo, it was him who gave me much warnings. They
were both totally surprise as I was indeed very devoted to August and the countryside but what can one do, Liselott just hates me and my project, I cannot but live as Saint Augustine suggests,
without a woman, this to fully adhere to my mission. I felt rather sad though after I took my friends to the old citadel and they left me. I looked and looked for an hostel, did much walking even
crashing my forehead against a street pole by mistake (I was looking the opposite direction).  Now I am in a quite nice hostel in the very center, I really looked for one that was not that expensive
like all these rooms people are renting for quite big sums. I don't feel depressed to be alone though. Up to a few months ago the situation was quite bad; I was often left alone and felt quite in
despair and rather in a mood for self-destruction. Now it is just melancholy but I feel rather pure inside, far from compromising this solitude. Tomorrow is my plane first to Sweden and then to
Poland, although I was hesitant about it. Yet again I think that in the end I might set to produce my 12 years exhibition, make my "talent" worth (the one talent that Jesus suggest to invest, the
very talent Gogol suggests not to commercialize... an ambiguous position but I guess the way is to invest it with a spiritual aim). My stepfather's sister with his family of architects were dining
with us yesterday. I had really much to tell them, we really spoke the same language and everyone seemed rather supportive about my next Exhibit, a good sign!  

I have just removed my winter layer, I had it on to only fly with one bag. Now I am chilling off on yet another flight, this time to the beautiful Krakow, after flying to Stockholm and spending the
day at the airport. It was an exceptionally sunny day there, the landscape most frozen, good for my kid. I was most skeptical about flying to Krakow, my original trip was to be traveling by train,
I will do that another time. On one hand my project wants me stable and on the other it wants me adventurous. Well I have months now in front of me of total stability, at least being in one place
since one does never know otherwise particularly with my ex wife screwing up many a plans (also this Christmas one but then again I did not have enough money to do anything). In Poland I
wish to relax. At the airport I have edited some thirty films about me documenting during this trip, there is quite some poetry connecting with my early film production twelve years ago in
Vancouver. I wanna get that spirit again. Overall the time I spent traveling like with Jacek across the dolomites, where just great. At my half parents I was treated well but there are all those
limiting obligations which are good for some time, just to test the maturation of a personality which can really be diminished in the long run in such context (they really wanted to cut my hair and
change my outfit but I do need to look a bit rough, particularly now going East). I won't be hesitant to spend some money to guarantee a good living now for two weeks abroad, at least there one
can still do such things now that the iron curtain has shifted from the West/East ax to the North/South... hopefully my South will get more affordable and rinsed from the corruptive luxuries of
the small ''paroni''.

In Krakow. The two Smolicki brothers had warned me from the beginning about the smog caused by the coal heating to which most of the houses are still dependent. they got me a nice room in
their father atelier and this morning, after some Archive update, Jacek and I set out for a ten miles walk along the beautiful river. Despite all this pollution which really fed up our throats, despite
that the weather was just amazing and so the landscape. One can really feel more South here, with a sun that never abandon us throughout all our walk. At a certain point we even improvised up a
nice lime hill and it was magic, with are really gorgeous and quasi uncontaminated nature. Communism has really manage to postpone the inevitable gentrification but Jacek and I were anyway
blessing the crisis hitting the European ambition. We have also experienced the bad side of non-gentrification though having to cross a poor village with many barking dogs, some of which were
free but did not bother us other that I had Jacek to walk with me through a field with many badgers eaten trees and get back to the river which took us to a beautiful monastery. I was really quite
impressed by the monks in the ancient church although I have to admit that Jacek and I are also some kind of monks with all our rituals and sensibility. Throughout the walk my left knee was
slightly sore but Jacek was really fast with his long legs and I felt his strong will to reach such place. It is probably what my little kid felt when I was talking him to long walks. We had really
good time nonetheless, all my friends have been adventure companions, my kid included and maybe one day he will feel like doing some more of those adventures with his father. I also felt
today how humans and there desire to own a beauty, let's say a landscape, really destroy it. I am thus a bit skeptical about ever wanting to own a land but rather live the life of the shepherd, being
hosted in places and keep on with my sheep, my projects, borrowing such beauty as something to contribute to an higher beauty, my Virtual kingdom. 

I walk up today that I almost could no longer stand the air pollution in this beautiful Polish city. I was resolved to propose some other location and spent the morning editing my many video I
have collected during these weeks of travels but also fixing up my equipment sewing and mending bags and pouches while waiting for Jacek and Brett (she joined us yesterday) to wake up. Later
we took a very long ride through the South of Poland. I was amazed to find a rather still quite virgin landscape but the pollution in the air due to this coal based heating in many a household, was
still very much there. Now we are at the boarder with the Czech republic, in a more hilly place where we will celebrate new years eve with all sort of Polish friends (mostly Jacek and Michal's
friends). It will be fun but I have to keep my artistic rigour so I set up a little table on the corner of the bedroom I am sharing with the American Polish couple (just couples here).

I am entering officially my tenth year of the project. It is new year eve  and we are in a nice little village surrounded by small little mountains. Today I have been hiking with Jacek and Brett, it
was a nice day and the air was clean but somehow I felt a bit the burden of having a girl with us, always around Jacek's neck kissing him and so forth. Later in the day we went with Michal,
Jacek's brother, to the Czech Republic. We stopped here and there and I felt filled with energies hiking up some small mountains and exploring small and rather humble villages with unpainted
old brick houses rather far apart from each other. A different feeling than these Polish cities on the other side of the boarder, in the Opola region, was inhabited by Germans. The architecture of
this places is somewhat beautiful but over all the are rather run down city. Michal explained to me that as the Germans were kicked out, people from the former East part of Poland were replaced
there after that part of the country has become Russian. In this precarious state the new inhabitants do not wish to take care of their dwellings, a bit like in my mountains. I have to say that for
now I really like my independence and luckily enough I can take care of my Virtual project, my land.   

The first day of the year and I am so in love we the atmosphere we managed to create with this very talented Polish friends, in this isolated mountain cabin improvising music and sound all night
long, reaching a state of total trans, when everything is left behind and one really finds his true indigenous self. The moon, the piercing stars (I was no longer used to it up North)... I really
discovered something beautiful and in between my Alps and Scandinavia, a still livable place still untouched by the capitalism driven gentrification. I also met Maria Sofia, a nice artist, a
flower with also much talent and a some common things, such as Spanish, the Oulipo, a grandfather from South Tirol... We spent quite some time together talking but drove back in different cars
today after a short hike with really lovely people like another Jacek, Goscia, Ewa... all higher and most sensible beings. Despite the harshness I can easily develop an affection for this town. 

A day spent mostly at home, in the attic at Jacek's place, resting and mending my life project after the refreshing weekend in the Sudetic mountains. The snow was falling and the air got cleaner
of all the smog, so Brett, Jacek and I, after a small start went out to the beautiful old town here in Krakow and had a quite laid back time at cafes. I am really impressed by the concentration of
culture here, you cannot avoid it. I am now seating in a book store with Brett and Jacek reading and myself feeling a bit bored of books in general as I have now months ahead of me where I will
have to read quite much. I am feeling rather tranquil but also somewhat in love with the Polish girl I met few days ago. She is not getting in contact with me and I don't have her contact but
writing and cultivating my project really relaxes me. I am probably more afraid of all the accademification to come and I am really trying not to get too affected. Krakow, this center of culture (is
it something with its astrological position?) it is really aplace for me to balance of all the over-rationality of the frozen and sterile North, it is really at the center of my Southern and Northern and
Eastern and Western existence at least here in my European offspring. This is way I was sort of hoping for  will see, for now it is mostly hanging around with the couple Jacek and Brett,
who is quite demanding when it comes to relationships. I am certainly not looking for such a demandness and burdeness in a girl. For me she would be more a place to set roots, the earth without
which no fertilization could occur particularly if I do want a base South of the North, closer to human nature and further from a nature too far from the light of life.

Another rainy day but quite tolerable. I woke up with a strong feeling I really wanted to meet scream out of the attic window and get to talk to her, start constructing a base here, recover
and expand my talent. I wrote her few poetic lines but she was rather late in replying and only on the phone talking to Jacek. She can only meet on Saturday... aren't these young people worry
about the frugacity of the moment? It is the moment we shouldn't have wasted, on the Czech hills with the full moon and the piercing stars, yet people lay back, turn their head in the pillow and
will wake up later in the middle of the day, old and grumpy. I have been also sincerely rather sick of going around cafés and museums (today we been to the national one with another of Jacek's
cousins from Krakow). Luckily later in the evening I met Ronda, a talented Spanish artist I knew from the workshop I gave here this spring. She was sincerely genuine and we had a nice time
together, away from Brett who is quite might a child in her rather American attitude. Ronda was brilliant, we laugh genuinely walking around and fantasizing an exhibition together. A fantasy
more like the well defined mountains and landscapes of Spain. She is a bit of a Frida Kahlo, quite healthy one though, although her country is now under a quite severe recession with both her
young parents unemployed. I was a bit afraid though that she had a crash of me, hopefully I can keep her as a friend without other computerizations. 

At yet another café with Jacek, Brett and another couple, cool and open Polish young artists with whom we had a nice time first walking up a hill and then performing around in the city, making
physical interventions and alterations with public objects and our bodies. Always a good training but I have to say that I am really bored about talking for the sake of talking and nothing more. I
am always in the social group functioning as the agitator, I hate boredom and apathy as much as probably any dictator did. Anyhow I do have my focus set for next week, namely inquire for
production of each of part of my project. I have started with a book of drawings, nicely formated and the on-line website will be only a way to purchase these commercial productions and nothing
more... A dot com as a matter of fact, also an output of my project, the only way it seems left to communicate to people, fetishism. I am really aware about wasting my time and in reality my
wish was to find a local girl and consolidate a base so that I can take of all this physicalization of my work which I have always prevented. The time seems ripe after almost a decade of much
planning and preparing but no finances... ready as a samurai, who has already undertaken in his mind all the possible situations in which the various providential flows can drag us in, like small
avalanches to which it would be only deadly too oppose to. Life is a short of these rides I have learned, from the pick of a mountain at dusk to the darkness of the valley through many unexpected
channel rock and rolling now while in the further top the sun manages to rise and finally set in beautiful colors, our bloody, yet silent death. 

At the English book store, this time alone. How much I needed to be alone taking care of my baby, the baby within me, my project. If everyone would cultivate the baby within themselves the
world would be a nicer one, and free of any political man, but the world I have learned, needs these chiaro scuro, this compensating the bad with the good and vice versa. For now I am enjoying
the chiaro of Poland, what I could not afford in Western Europe I can afford here. I could finally afford a dentist for instance. After a couple of hours laying on the bed of a  dentist who sang love
song like an okd day farmer lady picking flowers in her garden, my smile is now a whole. I no longer have a broken teeth and another tooth had to be filled to the nerve because of a cavity. Good
timing in a way. For a time I thought I could have as well be like my Chinese friends, living without a couple of teeth and don't have to bother about recurrent dental problems (my issues come
back where there were previous interventions... isn't it natural to loose teeth? I will second this Western reality though). Later I walked all the way from Nowa Huta, the industrial suburb where
the Smolicki family dentist had her real studio, to Krakow city. I could finally get a glimpse of the reality there, orient myself alone without always having to follow Jacek blindly. At the
bookstore I could finally do some drawings and I met Agnes, a young Uruguayan girl who grew up in Sweden and has now escaped with her dog to Krakow. She was studying literature, quite
intelligent yet she felt the burden of Swedish implicit racism and fled, a bit like I am doing. Jacek is playing in a café nearby, ought to go. I might meet  but she certainly not an enthusiastic




